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Streaming data setting: training data arrives incrementally

• At each time 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , a set 𝑋𝑖 of new points arrives. 

The number of new points varies with each time and is 

drawn from an unknown distribution.

An offline algorithm cannot handle incremental data and must 

recompute the model from scratch each time

Goal: A streaming data algorithm that efficiently updates the 

model, with accuracy similar to an offline algorithm

Problem Statement

Theoretical Results

Experimental Results

At each time 𝑖, compare STRSAGA to an offline algorithm

• DynaSAGA(𝜌)[2], which has access to 𝑆𝑖 at the beginning of time, but same 

computational power of 𝜌 ⋅ 𝑖 iterations. It optimizes over a subset of 𝑡𝐷 points of 𝑆𝑖, and 

has error ~ℋ 𝑡𝐷 . (If 𝜌 ≥ 2|𝑆𝑖|/𝑖, then 𝑡𝐷 = |𝑆𝑖|.)

Under a variety of general arrival distributions, STRSAGA is 𝑐-risk-competitive to the offline 

w.h.p. at each time 𝑖 > 𝑖∗; i.e., 𝐄 Subopt𝑆𝑖 ≤ 𝑐ℋ 𝑡𝐷

• Holds for Poisson arrivals, bounded max, and unbounded max satisfying Bernstein’s 

condition

• Shown in two steps. (1) Lemma: Subopt𝑇~ℋ 𝑇 (2) Bound a sample-competitive 

ratio 𝑇 /𝑡𝐷 for various arrival patterns

We show results for the skewed arrival case. At each time, 𝑀
points arrive w.p. 𝜆/𝑀, and 0 points w.p. (1 − 𝜆/𝑀). Skew 

increases with parameter 𝑀. Below, 𝑀 = 8 𝜆. 

STRSAGA is competitive with the offline algorithm 

DynaSAGA(𝜌) run from scratch at each time 𝑖 with 𝜌 ⋅ 𝑖
iterations over static 𝑆𝑖, and STRSAGA outperforms streaming 

data versions of SGD and SSVRG[3]

Terminology
Let 𝑆𝑖 be substream through time 𝑖, 𝑆𝑖 = ∪𝑗=1

𝑖 𝑋𝑖
Empirical risk 𝑅𝑆𝑖 𝑤 = 𝐄𝑥~𝑆𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑤, 𝑥 , minimized by ERM 𝑤𝑆𝑖

∗

Expected risk 𝑅 𝑤 = 𝐄𝑥~𝒟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑤, 𝑥 , minimized by OPT 𝑤∗

Error 𝑤 = 𝑅 𝑤 − 𝑅 𝑤∗

Subopt𝑆𝑖 𝑤 = 𝑅𝑆𝑖 𝑤 − 𝑅𝑆𝑖 𝑤𝑆𝑖
∗

Statistical error = 𝑅 𝑤𝑆𝑖
∗ − 𝑅 𝑤∗ ≤ ℋ( 𝑆𝑖 )

Assume ℋ 𝑛 = 𝜅𝑛−𝛼 , 1/2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1
If Subopt𝑆𝑖 𝑤 ≤ 𝜀, then Error 𝑤 ≤ 𝜀 +ℋ(|𝑆𝑖|)

The number of new points 𝑋𝑖 is drawn from an unknown 

arrival distribution, where 𝐄 |𝑋𝑖| = 𝜆.
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Hard case 

Easy case 

OPT

ERM

ℋ(|𝑆𝑖|) ℋ(𝑡𝐷)

Offline𝑐 ℋ(𝑡𝐷)

STRSAGA

STRSAGA Algorithm

T: effective sample set

B: Buffer of training points not yet added to T

Algorithm at time 𝑖:

Add new points 𝑋𝑖 to B

For j = 1 to 𝜌:

if (j even) and (B not empty):

Move a point from B to T

Sample point x uniformly from T 

Do one iteration of variance-

reduced SGD (SAGA[1]) using x

New points

Add 𝑋𝑖 to Buffer

Buffer 𝑩
Effective 

Sample Set 𝑻

Move one point 𝑥𝑘 at a 
time to 𝑇 based on a 

specific scheduler

Update 𝒘

Sample 𝑥𝑙 uniformly 
from 𝑇. Compute the 
gradient with respect 
to this point

Update error correction 
term (can be done 
incrementally)  

Repeat 𝜌 times
(𝜌 indicates the 

number of SGD steps 
we can perform at 

each time)

Set of new points 𝑋𝑖 that 
arrived at time 𝑖


